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I N D U S T R I A
“Industria” – this symptomatically Latin title quite accurately encapsulates the theme of the exhibition that 
Václav Jirásek (1956) has prepared for Galerie Rudolfinum. This compact grouping of large-format colour 
photographs is based on the exceptional power of each individual work. The artist has completely put aside 
his semiotic playfulness, verging on ironic distance, and his commentaries on past decadence: what he now 
presents to the public are photographs bearing comparison perhaps only to the “straight photography” of the 
1920s. Opening before the viewers’ gaze is the simple, enormously powerful, directly expressed monumentality 
of individual scenes of the decay and desolation of the mammoth, overblown dreams of the past that was to 
mean the future. Metallurgic processes have, from time immemorial, contained something mystic and secretive 
in the form of an inferno of flame and molten iron – something at the same time dangerous and threatening 
towards humanity itself. Yet the dream of the epochal significance of heavy industry has vanished, leaving 
behind itself only the ruins and fragments of the former “temples of labour”. Now, the colossal, half-ruinous 
factory halls full of gigantic, mute, rust-bound machinery, amid heaps of dust and slag, are now almost entirely 
empty and quiet. In a way, they form a metaphor of a dying Europe and its long-lost dream of the titanic deploy-
ment of universal engineering, the guarantee of prosperity and high living standards, in sharp photographic 
resolution. Only, in a few sections there are still people at work. And it is precisely their portraits, at nearly 
life size, that form a living memento, the only message towards the future. 

V Á C L A V  J I R Á S E K  (b. 1965, Karviná) made a deep imprint in the public awareness during the Velvet 
Revolution of November 1989 through his massively reproduced photograph of a young man bearing the 
Czechoslovak flag – a key image of the revolutionary moment, though hardly anyone at the time knew its 
author. And yet the photograph – particularly in the youth’s T-shirt from the Communist-organised “Sparta-
kiada” mass gymnastics festivals – was subjected to a definitely secondary historical use: its original intent 
was to make an ironic commentary on the decaying world of late Communism in the second half of the 1980s. 
At the time, Jirásek was a leading personality in the artistic group Bratrstvo (Brotherhood), which took as its 
programme the deliberately anachronistic and ironic play with the prevalent symbolic apparatus of its decadent 
age, in the form of large sequences of classically conceived photographs displaying a sovereign mastery of 
technique and technologies last used in the very first decades of the 20th century. Indeed the very existence 
of this group and its programmatic manifesto was, in the age when it appeared, a form of irony in itself. Václav 
Jirásek works very slowly, giving precedence to the precise working-through of his intellectual programme, with 
an unfailing ability to remain poised at the edge of ironic detachment without succumbing to it altogether. 
Originally trained as a painter, he graduated from the Prague Academy  of Fine Arts in the late 1980s only 
to avoid doing much painting in his later career. In the mid-1990s he made a name for himself through the 
relatively small but perfectly conceived group exhibition Memento mori in Galerie Rudolfinum, in conjunction 
with Ivan Pinkava and Robert V. Novák. 



Industria depicts the interface of the present moment and the end of the Industrial Revolution; in other words, 
the end of the process that in the early 19th century not only put an end to the culture of the Baroque, yet 
at the same time served as the core of the most striking cultural achievements of the century to follow. The 
Futurists, the Machinists, the avant-garde theatre, the Russian Ballet in Paris, the new artistic medium of film 
– all of these were, in the first half of the 20th century, often conceived as breakthroughs in the very rhythm 
of the thrashing of machinery, and drew upon the stirring narrative of dynamic motion to such an extent that it 
may have seemed that the future would never end. The exhibit’s accompanying programmes, primarily the film 
screenings and panel discussions, are intended to enrich and expand the intellectual context of the industrial 
theme, and form a contextual backdrop to the artwork on display. We can see direct, if not consciously articu-
lated, parallels with the world of Metropolis by Fritz Lang or the assembly lines of Chaplin’s Modern Times, 
yet equally the optimism of the industrialists who called upon the leading artists of their age to film their 
successes. The present enchantment with the “factory look” in contemporary architecture, as well as all of the 
re-conversions, reconstructions and revitalisations of factory buildings is in essence a reaction to the sense of 
bringing a spiritual dimension to the manufacturing space, where at one time the sharp clash of social conflict 
sparked the onset of those revolutionary processes irrevocably to destroy many of the cultural values of the 
past to which we now look with nostalgia. And in this respect, the entire exhibition, though depicting only 
that short chronological moment of the end, forms an arch across more than a century of essential moments 
within the entire body of Europe’s history.

Petr  Nedoma

D o c u m e n t a t i o n  o f  Po s t i n d u s t r i a l  S p a c e
Project Industria is in essence a natural continuation of the project “Wannieck Factory – a farewell to the indus-
trial age”, which consisted in the photographic documentation of the disused Vaňkovka engineering works in 
Brno for the foundation Nadace Vaňkovka between 1994 and 1996. With camera in hand, I was present during 
the entire course of the transformation of the living object of a still-operating factory into an empty archi-
tectonic skeleton ready for re-use in a new “brown fields” redevelopment. The transformation of a technicist, 
materialistic space into one of spiritual dimensions was truly astonishing, and these industrial temples radiant 
with light formed the heart of a collection of fifty black-and-white images. After several years, I returned to 
this theme, attempting to depict one of the typical phenomena of recent years – concentrating on the rem-
nants of the industrial era of the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s and the process of its contemporary transformation. 
Though it may seem to us that this period is not so far removed, or so deserving of attention, the opposite 
is true. Though the things disappearing may at first seem insignificant, in actual fact we are witnessing the 
vanishing of an entire stage of human history. What is exceptional is that these environments were until only 
very recently living their original life. At the same time, the world of heavy physical labour remains outside of 
much of public interest; in the contemporary world of advertising and physical perfection, it would seem no 
longer to exist. The heavy industry only decades previously celebrated, as the herald of a new age now seems 
to have outlived its time. And deserted factories have assumed the role once held by romantic castles and 
dinosaur fossils. 
 
T h e  p r o j e c t  i s  c o m p o s e d  o f  t w o  m a i n  s e c t i o n s . 
One: the documentation of the architecture and the environment of industry, yet with particular attention 
to the intimate scenes of the working population of the “past century”. If we look carefully at the industrial 
world, we notice a very particular aesthetic of “functionality”. Forms defined by the laws of physics and the 
requirements of engineers are, in fact, truly beautiful. Very quickly, the observer succumbs to the enchantment 
of corrugated iron, enamel paint, wire-glass and the sober force of scarred walls, an impression strengthened 
still further by the extreme burdens under which these objects were places, creating a patina that almost seems 
to transport them outside of the present world. Frequently, I had the sense that factories are live organisms, 
functioning outside the awareness of the individuals that work there. Old buildings interweave themselves 
with new ones; disused pipes and wires are left where they lie, with new ones sprouting on top of them like the 
lianas of the jungle. Industry’s penetration of the landscape, and the following return of nature into industry’s 
remnants, makes it clear that technology is only a peculiar form of nature itself. 



Spending time in such a setting was, for me, a highly emotional experience, and at times I felt myself to be a kind 
of archaeologist. Very frequently, I came across strange home-made or individually adapted pieces of furniture 
and bizarre decorative “installations”. This irrepressible desire to make the inhospitable working environment 
inhabitable fascinated me. The utilitarian yet unconscious decorativeness of the objects, the recycling of material 
necessary for their creation, is highly inspiring: a peculiar form of primitive “design”, recalling the artwork of tribal 
peoples. The hand-made chairs, tables, ashtrays etc. are all objects of design, each being a specific original. 
Something like this is how I would imagine the distant apocalyptic future of our planet. 

Second: portraits of the workers themselves, in their own way equally the “products” of this environment. I 
attempted to create truthful, unmanipulated portraits of strong personalities. The common denominator of 
these portraits is the respect of the icon, yet at the same time the presence of something that we might term 
“the fallen”: in the age of flawless advertising models, I wanted to depict the forgotten people, those tested 
by harsh reality. Just as I previously spoke of “design” in the photographs of the work environments, I could 
also speak of the element of fashion in the portraits. Tattered overalls become an object of beauty; protective 
gear becomes the bearer of a strange mystery. 

These colour photographs were taken with a large- format (4x5 inch) camera. Consequently, their conception 
is not as a classic “life-documentary”, but the modern language of the neo-naturalistic. In large format, these 
images offer an interesting chance to regard a traditional theme in a new light – while also pushing at the 
boundaries of what we consider the documentary photograph. 

Project Industria was carried out in the years 2004 and 2005 in several selected factories in the Czech Republic. 
The greatest number of images were taken in the former ČKD Blansko (now ČKD Blansko strojírny, a. s. and 
DSB EURO, a. s.) engineering works, the Poldi Kladno steel mill, the lower section of the Vítkovice Ironworks, 
the Třinec Ironworks, OKD Karviná and Mittal Steel Ostrava.

Václav  J i rásek



V Á C L A V  J I R Á S E K
1965 
Born in Karviná
1985-1990 
Academy of Fine Arts in Prague, Studio of Professor Jiří Načeradský
1989-1994 
One of the founding members of the artistic group Bratrstvo [Brotherhood], with whom he exhibited 
his photographic work anonymously.
Currently lives in Prague as a free-lance photographer.

S o l o  e x h i b i t i o n s
 1994 Vaňkovka – rozloučení s průmyslovým věkem, Moravská galerie, Brno
 1996 Galerie Ambrosiana, Brno
 1997 Vaňkovka, Tschechisches Zentrum, Berlin
 1998 Galerie Alan, Wien
 1998 Mesiac fotografie, České kulturní centrum, Bratislava 
 1999 Vaňkovka, Galerie Alan, Wien
 2000 Automatic, České centrum fotografie, Praha
 2000 Vaňkovka a Horizonty, Galeria Fotografii pf, Poznań
 2001 Automatic, Fotofestival, Kolín
 2002 Vaňkovka, České centrum fotografie, Praha

G r o u p  e x h i b i t i o n s
 1994 V ostrém světle, Pražský dům fotografie, Praha
 1995 Memento Mori (common project V. Jirásek, R. V. Novák, I. Pinkava), Galerie Rudolfinum, Praha
 1996 Vrais Reves Galerie, Lyon (together with I. Pinkava and V. Židlický)
 1997 Project Chimaera, Halle 
 1997 Centro de la Imagen, Mexico City
 1998 Kontakty, Galeria Pusta, Katowice
 1999 Taitemia-galleria, Kuopio
 2000 Konec světa?, Národní galerie v Praze
 2000 Melancholie, Moravská galerie, Brno
 2000 Společnost před objektivem, Obecní dům, Praha (rerun Moravská galerie, Brno)
 2000 Akt v české fotografii, Císařská konírna Pražského hradu, Praha
 2001 Vintage and Contemporary Czech Photography, SK Josefsberg Studio, Portland, Oregon;
  Contemporary Photography in the Czech Republic, Benham Studio Gallery, Seattle, Washington. 
 2001 Akt v české fotografii, Muzeum umění, Olomouc
 2001 Galeria Sztuki Współczesnej, Wrocław 
 2002 Divočina, Galerie Klatovy/Klenová - Galerie U Bílého jednorožce, Klatovy
 2002 Laboratoř současných tendencí, Národní galerie v Praze
 2003 Pocta statečným, Galerie Langhans, Praha 
 2003 Vaňkovka magická, Galerie Jižní křídlo Křížové chodby, Nová radnice, Brno 
 2003 Ejhle světlo, Moravská galerie, Brno 
 2005 Česká fotografie 20. století, Galerie hlavního města Prahy – Městská knihovna, Praha 

I n  c o l l e c t i o n s
  Uměleckoprůmyslové museum, Praha
  Moravská galerie, Brno 
  Muzeum umění, Olomouc
  Centre Georges Pompidou, Paříž, France
  The Art Institute of Chicago, USA
  Museum Ludwig, Köln, BRD
  Galerie der Stadt Esslingen am Neckar, BRD
  Private collections



B i b l i o g r a p h y  ( s e l e c t i o n )
 Petr Balajka, Bratrstvo, Československá fotografie, č. 6, 1990
 Vladimír Birgus, Miloš Vojtěchovský, Bratrstvo, Tschechoslowakische Fotografie der Gegenwart,
  Museum Ludwig, Köln/Braus, Heidelberg 1990 
 P. Pepperstein, Bratrstvo, Výtvarné umění, č. 5, 1991 
 Ladislav Plch, Vaňkovka – rozloučení s průmyslovým věkem (katalog výstavy, Moravská galerie
  v Brně), Brno 1994
 Antonín Dufek, Facing the End of the Century (katalog k výstavě), Praha 1996
 Jiří Šimáček, Bratrstvo (katalog výstavy, Moravská galerie v Brně), Brno 1996 
 Vladimír Birgus, Miloš Vojtěchovský, Jistoty a hledání v české fotografii 90. let, Praha, 1997
 Josef Moucha, FOTOFO, Imago, č. 4, 1997, Bratislava 
 Bohdan Chlíbec, Mojmír Horyna, Memento mori, foto V. Jirásek, R. Novák, I. Pinkava, Praha 1998
 James Luciana, Black and White Photography, Rockport Publischers, Gloucester, 2000
 Vladimír Birgus, Jan Mlčoch, Akt v české fotografii, Praha 2001
 Petr Ingerle, Kaliopi Chamonikola (ed.), Melancholie, Moravská galerie v Brně, Brno, 2001
 Josef Moucha, Automatik, Ateliér 23/2001
 Elżbieta Łubowicz, Mit i fotografia, Kwartalnik Fotografia, č. 8, 2001, Wrocław
 Tomáš Dvořák, Wanieck factory (katalog), Brno 2002 
 Helena Rišlinková, Lucia Lendelová, Tomáš Pospěch, Bratrstvo (katalog výstavy Česká a slovenská
  fotografie osmdesátých a devadesátých let 20. století, Muzeum umění Olomouc), Olomouc 2002
 Milena Slavická, Bratrstvo, Fotograf, č. 2, 2003 
 Jiří Zemánek, Ejhle světlo, Praha 2003



C H E N  C H I E H - J E N  /  F A C T O R Y
S M A L L  G A L L E R Y
9 February – 30 April 2006

Factory, 2003
Super 16mm transferred to DVD, color, silent, 30’50‘‘, single-channel, continuous projection

Project curator Petr Nedoma

A r t i s t ’ s  S t a t e m e n t
Due to Cold War relations and low-cost manpower, Taiwan became one of the major manufacturing centers of 
the world in the 1960s. Yet in the 1990s, Taiwan’s intensive manufacturing industry began to move abroad to 
other areas with cheaper labor. For this reason, factories in Taiwan began to close down, and to lay off large 
numbers of workers.
In 2003 I invited some women textile workers whom I had accidentally met to return to the Lien Fu garment 
factory, where they had worked for over two decades and which had been abandoned for seven years, to make 
this short film. Seven years before, company owners closed the plant in an unscrupulous manner, refusing to 
pay retirement pensions and severance payments. Although a fierce protest movement erupted at the time, to 
this day the problem remains unresolved, and the factory continues in its derelict state.
In places all over the world, many laborers have had similar experiences – a production relationship between 
the “transplanted” and the “untransplanted.” In order to find low-priced labor, factories constantly shift 
locales. But after being abandoned, unemployed workers have no choice but to linger on in the same place. 
They cannot move.
In this derelict garment plant, many abandoned objects still remained from seven years before: calendars, 
newspapers, punch clocks, worktables, chairs, manufacturing equipment, electric fans, the dust that had built 
up over seven years’ time, the stagnant, foul air, as well as the megaphones, loudspeakers and banners left 
behind from the workers’ protest. Over seven years, these objects had come to possess an inherent temporal 
meaningfulness.  Therefore, I only rented some sewing machines, of the same make as the ones that had origi-
nally been used there and had been sold, and a vehicle similar to the one that the workers had used in their 
protests. As much as possible, I only used original objects that had been left behind in the factory. Over the 
course of seven years, these abandoned objects had acquired a dual feeling – of time having stopped and time 
flowing – and this “dual sense of time” became the foundation for the film’s narrative structure.
In respect for the women workers’ wishes to remain silent, I made the film in a non-theatrical manner.  When 
we formally started filming, I first asked them to go back to the factory and “work.” They quickly fell into a 
state of concentrated labor.  Returning to “work” after a separation of seven years, they seemed to have gained 
a subtle ability to pierce through the barriers, as they interacted with the sewing machines, cloth, and even 
the teacups on the table that had been part of their lives for twenty years. For me, this minute inner spirit 
was the core of the film narrative. 
The “acting” in the film involved the women laborers returning to the factory to “work,” and also featured their 
bodily gestures and fragmentary images from the time of their protests. In addition, the camera consistently 
concentrated on the women workers, “scanning” their extremely simple movements, in a manner that resonated 
and contrasted with the documentary films produced by the government back in the 1960s, when Taiwan’s 
manufacturing industry was in its infancy. At the same time, responding to the women’s wishes not to speak, we 
chose to remove all the sound from the film, instead using the motion and speed of the camera, and the feeling 
of “weightlessness” that arose from the women workers’ noiseless actions, to create the form of the images. 
I intend not only to represent Taiwan’s manufacturing history or a specific struggle of the past. More impor-
tantly, with a narration of images without sound, I hope to reflect on a derelict factory and female workers’ 
life histories in a way that explores the essence of time and considers people who live in marginal areas, at the 
same time allowing their life experiences to reveal themselves in a silent manner.

Chen Chieh- jen



B i o g r a p h y

C H E N  C H I E H - J E N  was born in Taoyuan, Taiwan in 1960, Chen Chieh-jen is one of Taiwan’s leading 
contemporary artists. From the 80s to the early 90s, before and after the lifting of martial law (1987) in 
Taiwan, he was active in performance art. Starting in 1996, he created the series “Revolt in the Soul & Body” 
(1900–1999), using the computer to alter historical photographs of criminal executions (part of the exhibition 
A Strange Heaven in the Galerie Rudolfinum). In 2000, he began his straight photography series “The Twelve 
Karmas Under the City”, exploring the “virtual future” (part of the exhibition A Strange Heaven in the Galerie 
Rudolfinum). His use of intense and frightening images to provoke a reflection on the relationship between 
image and power soon drew people’s attention. He has taken part in international exhibitions such as the 
Taipei Biennial (1998), the Sao Paulo Biennial (1998), the Biennale di Venezia (Taiwan Pavilion) (1999), the 
Biennale de Lyon Contemporary Art (2000), the Kwangju Biennale (2000), the Taipei Biennial (2002) and 
the PhotoEspana (2004). In 2001, he held his solo exhibition at the Galerie Nationale du Jeu de Paume in 
Paris, in 2004 he has taken part in exhibition „A Strange Heaven“ at the Galerie Rudolfinum in Prague. He won 
the Special Award of the Kwangju Biennale in 2000. Since 2002, he has created video installations such as 
“Lingchi – Echoes of a Historical Photograph” and “Factory”. The films in the installations juxtapose different 
time and spaces and use soundless images to explore issues such as colonialism, globalization and their impact 
on peripheral regions. The video film „Factory“ won its author notable success at both the Shanghai Biennale 
of 2004 and the Venice Biennale in 2005.



Prague Premieres 2006
“ … European crossroads”
An overview of selected contemporary music, 2001–2005

Czech Republic, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 
under the auspices of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic 
organised by the Czech Philharmonic 

B/ Parallel program – chamber series
“Music at the Exhibition”

held from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 

Sunday, 19 March 2006
Galerie Rudolfinum 
Co-organiser of concerts is the ARBOS Moens association 

Pavel Novák-Zemek (*1957, ČR): The Prophecy of Isaiah for chamber ensemble, 2005 

Monday, 20 March 2006 
Hall 
Octopus Pragensis, choir director and conductor Petr Daněk
Ludmila Sovadinová - viola
Petr Nouzovský – violoncello 
Magda Čáslavová  – flute 
sound engineering by Ondřej Urban

Harald Genzmer (*1909, Germany): Sechs Chöre – selections (nos.3, 2, 5) 
Martin Marek (*1956, ČR): Three arrows for King Yeram. Sonata for solo viola, 2003 
Ondřej Štochl (*1975, ČR): Tetralogue for solo violoncello (and live electronic recording?), 2005–2006 
Georg Friedrich Haas (*1953, Austria): Finale for solo flute, 2004 
Vlastislav Matoušek (*1948, ČR): Signate signa pro voci humanum for mixed chamber choir, 2005

Tuesday, 21 March 2006 
Galerie Rudolfinum
Czech Philharmonic Quartet 
(Pavel Eret, Zuzana Hájková – violin, Jiří Poslední – viola, Jakub Dvořák – violoncello)
Anna Hlavenková – soprano
Jana Boušková – harp
Roman Novotný – flute 
Jiří Pospíchal – violin
Daniel Wiesner – piano 

Luc Van Hove (*1957, Belgium): Haydn-Veränderung op.41 for string quartet, 2003?
Jörg Widmann (*1973, Germany): Jagdquartett. String Quartet no.3, 2003 
Josef Marek (*1948, ČR): Momenti discreti for flute and harp, 2005 
Jan F. Fischer (*1921, ČR): Dialogues for harp and piano, 2005 
Tomáš Pykal (*1975, ČR): Magdalene Songues for soprano, violin and piano, 2002-2005 

Wednesday, 22 March 2006
Café Rudolfiinum 
Recordings of compositions by foreign guest composers 



Thursday, 23 March 2006
Galerie Rudolfinum
Resonance, artistic director Michal Macourek
Lucia Duchoňová - mezzosoprano
Louis Andriessen (*1939, Netherlands): Klokken voor Haarlem for piano, celesta, synthesiser and per-
cussion, 2002 
Werner Heider (*1930, Germany): Drei Gedichte von Günter Grass for voice (mezzosoprano or baritone) 
and piano, 2003 
Isabel Mundry (*1962, Germany): Rondo for violin, violoncello, clarinet and piano, 2001
Jelle Tassyns (*1979, Belgium): Clarinet quintet no.1 “Metamorphoses”, 2004 
Louis Andriessen (*1939, Netherlands): Letter from Cathy (on texts of letters fro Cathy Berberian to the 
composer) for female jazz singer, harp, violin, contrabass, piano and percussion, 2003 

Friday, 24 March 2006 
Galerie Rudolfinum
Ensemble Martinů
(Miroslav Matějka – flute, Radka Preislerová – violin, Bledar Zajmi – violoncello, Markéta Janáčková 
– piano)
Jiří Pazour (*1971, ČR): Lyric Horizons for flute, violin, violoncello and piano, 1998 
Otmar Mácha (*1922, ČR): Meetings for flute, violin, violoncello and piano, 2004 
Evžen Zámečník (*1939, ČR): Hukvaldy Serenade for flute, violin, violoncello and piano, 2004 
Pavel Trojan (*1956, ČR): Asturiana. Variations on a tango by Astor Piazzolla, 2005-6 
Lukáš Hurník (*1967, ČR): Ninna nanna, 2002 



VÁ C L AV  J I R Á S E K  /  I N D U S T R I A  /  L A R G E  G A L L E R Y
C H E N  C H I E H - J E N  /  FA C T O R Y  /  S M A L L  G A L L E R Y

A d m i s s i o n
Regular admission 100 Kč

Discounted admission 50 Kč
senior citizens
students
disability pension cardholders
GO25, ISIC , ITIC cardholders
Free admission
children under the age of 15
handicapped visitors
with assistants
journalists
AICA, ICOM cardholders

S p e c i a l  O f f e r
Double-entry ticket 150 Kč

A d m i s s i o n s  d e s k  o p e n
daily except Mondays
from 10.00 to 17.30
T  227 059 309
E  pokladna@rudolfinum.org

www.galerierudolfinum.cz


